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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Purpose

Drawing a picture can quickly create an intuitive

form with a small number of lines. However,

drawings must consider the perspective, angle, and

focal length, which isn't simple to express three-

dimensional visual shapes. Therefore, computer

graphics development using 3D specialized soft-

ware is useful for expressing three-dimensional

shapes. However, learning 3D software to express

a three-dimensional specific shape requires pro-

fessional knowledge acquisition and time and effort

[1]. Nevertheless, the usage of 3D specialized soft-

ware is increasing owing to the possibility of visual

creation and a wide range of requirements.

Furthermore, many experts have been steadily

introducing research to provide and convert 3D in-

formation from 2D sketches. However, 2D ex-

pression is complex to implement in 3D because

it contains countless variables and possibilities to

shape it visually in 3D [2]. Therefore, work is car-

ried out separately between 2D designers and 3D

producers, which is inefficient in many animation

and VFX industries.

Architecture and Engineering tend to have 3D

converter software to create a 3D object from 2D

easily. Still, the design and animation industry does

not have such an efficient automated 3D converter

which requires manual work. In architecture, many

types of software such as AutoCAD, ArchiCAD,

CEDREO, Civil, Draft it, Floorplanner, Foyr Neo,

Google sketch-up, Homebyme, Planner 5D, Revit,

Roomle, Vectorworks, etc. easily convert into 3D.

However, architecture Software requires skills and

precise operation to convert into 3D. In addition,

architectural software tends to specialize in build-

ing a floor plan for construction, and many re-

strictions to creating animated characters, such as

people, animals, and monsters.

The VFX and film industries also require re-

search that can be directly implemented and viewed
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in 3D visualization. Therefore, in this study, we de-

veloped a SketchTo3D conversion, focusing on de-

sign and animation industries that differ from

architecture. The SketchTo3D tool will visualize

3D vision to expand the design quality. In addition,

the SketchTo3D tool is expected to use widely in

the 3D industry and educational institutions with-

out any special equipment or additional software.

1.2 Scope and Methods 

Our approach in this study is to enable automatic

processes from 2D to 3D, focusing on the Maya

software, which is popular in the VFX and anima-

tion industries. We used the latest version of Maya

2023 software and a python program to enhance

the tool functions.

The operation settings are simplified, even for

unskilled users to visualize the 3D output immedi-

ately. First, load the saved image file into the exe-

cuted SkethTo3D tool and then require three steps

according to the characteristics of the image.

Drawing at least a two-sided view will automati-

cally create the final 3D work. These simple proc-

esses will automatically create a textured 3D mod-

eling character used in the 3D industries. The en-

tire process is shown in Fig. 1.

Chapter 2 examines the latest tools studied for

the 2D to 3D conversion. Chapter 3 discusses the

process and how the SketchTo3D conversion tool

works. In Chapter 4, we implement input drawings

to the SketchTo3D and see the result of the gen-

erated modeling and texturing output. Finally,

Chapter 5 explores the effects and problems and

analyzes the solutions.

2. RELATED STUDIES

Recently, various studies have been commonly

developed in visualizing sketch design or 2D photo

images into 3D. Among them, the latest research

techniques for 3D visualization are introduced and

compared with this study.

First, Monster Mash [3] only requires a simple

viewpoint to create a character in a 3D view. This

novel inflation process method, similar to Teddy

[4], does not require a complex and tedious ap-

proach with accurate measurement. The other

benefit of Monster Mash is setting an animation

movement without a rigging system for the

character. Unlike many other studies containing

rigging system approaches with controllers such

as RigMesh [5], Arti Sketch [6], and AniMesh [7],

this simplified process is ideal for non-experts to

create movements. However, Monster Mash has

drawbacks. Creating a 3D modeling with appro-

priate depth on each proportion can be challenging

from a single view and require additional mod-

ification to the image closer to the boundary areas.

Due to the inflating method, Monster Mash is used

for simplified round characters drawn directly from

sketches and is unsuitable for constructions and

Fig. 1. The SketchTo3D tool process.
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other complex rigid objects.

Second, PIFuHD [8] uses the pixel-aligned im-

plicit function to create the 3D character shape. A

single image predicts the backside by the MLP

prediction network, a valuable tool to create a 3D

clothed human easily. The downside is limited to

a single human character without a complex pose,

which is unsuitable for sketch and design.

Third, Air scaffolds [9] contain a pen drawing

with a hand motion to visualize in 3D perspective

view. Combining those two enables precise draw-

ings consisting of 3D shapes rather than drawing

alone without a hand motion. This novel approach

is useful to work simultaneously with 2D with the

3D virtual space but requires equipment and train-

ing to familiarize with this study.

Third, unlike the previous accurate input sketch-

es, Wang et al. [10] challenge working with sketch

data and have proposed a unique approach to con-

verting 3D point cloud construction based on 2D

freehand sketches. They applied the PSGN [11]

method with a standardization module to process

sketches in various drawing styles. However, with

a noisy point cloud system is impossible to create

accurate details and lead to an unexpected 3D

shape.

Recently, deep neural networks have become the

primary process of creating image-based modeling.

Usually, the system works by creating depth maps

to create the depth of the character. Then, the point

cloud system is reconstructed based on a dran

character, resulting in the 3D mesh. These state-

of-the-art techniques perform better 3D results

and quality but are limited to a specific depth and

characters. Our study is based on how to work ef-

ficiently with simple sketches and drawings with

fewer limitations to visually see it in 3D view in

the 3D animation and film pipeline.

3. METHOD

3.1 Adding Image Editing System in Maya

2D editing software such as Adobe Illustrator or

Photoshop has a wide range of functions for choos-

ing the shape of a drawn character. However, it

is difficult to identify each character on the plane

where the outer boundary is to extract an image

character with a limited amount of function in 3D

software. 3D software is optimized for CG pro-

duction, but difficult to edit images and drawings.

AOV Render in Maya has an ‘Object ID’ option

to separate each object assigned as a unique color

for compositing purposes. Still, this option is not

suitable for extracting image characters. There-

fore, we approached a new method by adding an

image editing function to the 3D software. Color

AtPoint's[12] built-in command in Maya can pick

out the color information on the image UV 0 to 1

space, which can be useful to extract a character

by some certain color value. However, when divid-

ing countless points on an image in the 0 to 1 space,

a wide ratio interval lowers to identify the charac-

ter's outline border. In contrast, a narrow ratio in-

terval increases the accuracy of detecting the bor-

der edge but will cause a slow operation speed to

perform various tasks. Therefore, instead of im-

plementing Maya’s built-in function, we used the

OpenCV findContours method [13], which saves

time and provides precise results. We added three

specific arguments in the findContours method.

The first argument is the binary image we transfer

into black and white. Then applied, RETR_EX-

TERNAL for the second argument, which works

mainly with getting the outer border of an image.

Finally, include the CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE

argument to get the list of image (x,y) coordinates

of boundary angular points for the third argument,

which works best with our method. Then we con-

nect the findContours method to the Maya com-

mand intSliderGroup, which toggles the threshold

and noise to achieve the best contour results.

SketchTo3D UI configuration only requires three

settings to create 3D characters. First, achieve the

accurate border result by toggling the Threshold

and Noise sliders. The imported image is automati-
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cally converted into a curve displaying the border

in Maya. However, depending on the character

shape and image color values, it may not correctly

detect the border. With a heuristic approach, we

set the default setting of Threshold and Noise to

185 and 12, respectively, but might require addi-

tional settings if needed. Threshold captures a

black and white color range from 0 to 255 levels

(Fig. 2.), and noise removes the crooked outlines.

There is a limit to the computer's ability to auto-

matically recognize the front, top, and side of a

character. Therefore, users need to manually select

the appropriate outline curves for each side and

click the Front, Side, and Top buttons to input

them. This tool will create the 3D output character

with at least choosing two directions. Users can

also set the character's texture resolution for the

final look. Finally, execute the Convert 2D to 3D

button to process the 3D object.

3.2 Assigning Textures to the Output Modeling

Generating the input image in 3D is divided into

two procedures: modeling implementation and tex-

ture application. First we extrude the boundary

curves for each direction, and if each direction's

shape does not match, we place a bounding box

around the relevant forms and adjust the average

size to match each direction. Then, we implement

Maya's Boolean intersection technique to get the

output modeling. Next, Maya's Automatic map-

ping function is applied to implement color infor-

mation. Unfortunately, in Maya software, there is

no simple way to wrap textures to a 3D object from

a single orthographic image drawing. Therefore,

we tried various ways to apply the multiview tex-

tures from a single image. First, we tested projec-

ting each direction by implementing Maya's La-

yered Texture and Blend color nodes to bring out

the texture output. Still, the texture of the outline

part rotates to the side and stretches when a tex-

ture is projecting from the front, side, and top Fig

3. The result did not come out well because the

overlapping parts of the front, side, and top surfa-

ces have limited options to fix the stretched colors.

As a solution, we added a function by slightly in-

creasing the size in each direction to cover the

stretched texture area and came out with a better

result. Fig. 3 red, green and blue faces show the

thickness preventing from showing those stretched

textures.

4. RESULT

4.1 Hard Surface Character

We tested six hard surface sketch image refer-

ences (Table 1) : Ship [14], Yacht [15], JetSki, Boat,

Battle Cruiser [16], and SkySanctuary [17]. JetSki

and Boat design originated from a student(Zhang

Hanwen), and the rest images are from the internet

to achieve the final 3D process. The final 3D shapes

implementing boolean functions are hard to deal

with smooth forms and cause sharp edges instead

of round, smooth shapes[18]. Therefore, these hard

surface characters came out with better shapes

than the organic characters because the hard sur-

face is more machine-made sharp objects that are

Fig. 2. Set Threshold to 80 left and 200 right.
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better with boolean operations. However, small de-

tails are not expressed accurately because of the

limitation to the blind spot areas with only three

side views.

4.2 Organic Character

We tested a total of six organic characters, all

referenced from the internet (Table 2.): Divoer01

[19], Diver02 [20], Goat [21], Turtle [22], Fish01

[23], and Fish02 [24]. With the SketchTo3D tool,

we only applied the front and the side view to the

Diver01 and Diver02 characters because they do

not have a top view in their drawings. Since it is

created with only the front and side, the shape's

range is minimal, and some proportions' thickness

tends not to come out properly. In addition, the

Goat and Fish01 characters tend to have additional

eyes created due to the lack of information in over-

lapping elements by projection mapping. Organic

characters usually have smooth and round surfaces

but come out in a rough shape due to Maya's boo-

lean limited function.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

3D software such as Maya, 3ds Max, and Blender

provides 3D production output but does not auto-

matically create 3D results based on a drawing.

Therefore, many industries produce 3D production

manually from the 2D source, which takes a suffi-

cient amount of time and cost. Furthermore, many

works should be modified or recreated because the

final 3D production result may look different from

the original concept of the design. Many designers

in the 3D industries tend to be creative with fewer

limitations[25], but many previous studies are lim-

ited to converting 3D shapes from specific photos

or characters. Unlike previous studies, this study

is expected to contribute to the production pipeline

by providing the SketchTo3D tool to visualize the

3D output from the 2D source automatically.

SketchTo3D tool, with its editing function, extracts

the border edge from a character and converts it

to 3D output, then add textures from the 2D source

image, making the process easier and more effi-

cient with minor operations.

Fig. 3. Texture Projection.
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As a result of experimenting with 12 characters,

the SketchTo3D tool visualizes various 2D charac-

ters, such as hard surfaces and organics, at a fast

performance speed of less than a minute. Anyone

can immediately receive the final output without

3D training. Furthermore, this advantage is neces-

sary for the animation production pipeline, which

requires a previsualization stage with simplified

Table 1. Hard Surface Character: Ship, Yacht, JetSki, Boat, Battle Cruiser, and SkySanctuary.
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modeling from 2D design as soon as possible. This

process with simple settings will expand the visual

scope with efficient workflow.

However, in SketchTo3D tools, many functions

are developed in Maya's built-in programs, which

are limited to creating high-quality output. For ex-

ample, a character does not connect smoothly using

the Boolean intersection technique, and the shape

Table 2. Organic Character: Diver01, Diver02, Goat, Turtle, Fish01 and Fish02.
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is not properly implemented in the blind spot. Also,

the colors of the parts where each side overlaps

do not match well owing to the projection map.

With these problems, additional manual work

seems to be done but expect to be beneficial for

the educational system and previsualization stage,

those who want to see it in 3D quickly.
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